PRODUCT DATASHEET

03. CLEANER

The information in this product datasheet includes guidelines for OrganoWood® 03. Cleaner that comes from
safety datasheets, OrganoWood AB’s test results and collected experiences about the product. OrganoWood
AB does not take any responsibility for incorrect use of the product. The latest version of this product datasheet
is available on OrganoWood AB’s website: www.organowood.com.

Product description
OrganoWood® 03. Cleaner is a water based super
concentrate that is used to clean light and heavily
soiled wood surfaces outdoors.
Environment
OrganoWood® 03. Cleaner contains only substances that can be returned to the natural cycle. The
product is ecolabelled “Good Environmental Choice”,
environmentally classified B by SundaHus and
recommended by Byggvarubedömningen and
BASTA. All substances in the product are classified
as harmless for the environment according to the
Swedish National Chemicals Inspectorate.
Consumption
All-purpose cleaning: 1 dl OrganoWood® 03. mixed
with 5 litres of tepid water.
Coarse cleaning: 2 dl OrganoWood® 03. mixed with
5 litres of tepid water.

The instruction applies during the period 01/01/2019 – 31/12/2019

Proceed as follows
Brush off any loose dirt from the surface of the wood.
Dilute OrganoWood® 03. according to the instructions for all-purpose cleaning or coarse cleaning
depending on how soiled the wood is. Clean with
diluted cleaning agent by using a scrubbing brush,
cloth, mop or the like. The product must not be
used together with a high-pressure washer, as the
high-pressure washer can wear away the fibre of the
wood. Finish by rinsing carefully with water. Allow
the wood to dry. After coarse cleaning of the timber
we recommend after-treatment with OrganoWood®
02. Repellent: Dirt and water repellent to completely
restore the water repellent properties of the wood
surface.
The product should be stored in a sealed container
at 10–30°C and is then stable for at two years. Old
liquid should be handed in at the nearest recycling
station.
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